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Trade uncertainty continues to be front page news 
and is driving the volatility that we have seen over the 
last twelve months, but the real news is the underlying 
slowdown in the economy. We feel like the majority of 

cut that created a sugar high in 2017.  The economy is 
entering the 11th year of expansion, which causes people 
to fear that we are overdue for a recession. We are 
back to our “crockpot” economy not a recession in our 
opinion, which is healthy but cooking slowly.

The core of our positivity rests with a strong jobs market 
and decent wage growth. Consumption by the US 
consumer still represents over 2/3 of the GDP, so this 
will stabilize the economy. We do see growth outside 
the US slowing considerably, but it has not stalled at this 
stage.

WE HAVE MOVED! 
Please note our new address is:

1131 Fairview Avenue / Suite 203
Bowling Green, KY 42103

main elevator or stairwell in the center of 
the building. Stop by and take a tour of 
our new space, and stay tuned for a ribbon 
cutting in the near future.

WHY ALL THE RECESSION TALK?
Long-term interest rates remain very low, which is 
worrisome as central banks try to manufacture a 
goldilocks growth rate. The global economy is much 

to digest the debt induced spending that drove a robust 
economy in the past.  The future global growth rate we 
feel will be much slower.  The more extensive quantitative 
easing and rate cuts are enacted by central banks may 
cause unforeseen problems and asset bubbles. We have 
$14 Trillion in global bonds carrying negative interest 
rates today. We would not be surprised if the Federal 
Reserve didn’t lower interest rates, but further hikes are 

  .paehc sniamer lanoitanretni dna riaf era SU ni snoitaulaV
Inflation remains under control as well. We feel like risks 
and volatility have risen, but are confident that broadly 
diversified portfolios will generate positive returns.


